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At the Heart of Our Community, 
with Community at Our Heart

At Canons High School we are thrilled to be official supporters of 
the London Bees for the 2019/2020 Season of the FA Women's 
Championship.  

We believe in the importance of developing great partnerships 
that provide potentially life-changing opportunities for our 
students, confident that by engaging these young people 
partners will benefit too.  

If you are interested in seeing how over a thousand 
incredibly talented children and young adults can work 
with your organisation and, in doing so, develop new 
skills for lifelong learning then contact us on 
partnerships@canons.harrow.sch.uk today.  

Shaldon Road, Edgware, HA8 6AN   Tel: 020 8951 5780  www.canons.harrow.sch.uk



WWW.JAKOLIVINGSPORTS.CO.UK TEL: 0203 370 1234 

OFFICIAL BENCHWEAR
AND MATCH BALL SPONSOR
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Lee

I’d like to extend a warm welcome to all of the 
Charlton Athletic players, staff and fans.

Well it seemed the curse of the Manager of the 
Month award struck last week, a 92nd minute loss 
to Crystal Palace was hard to take especially after 
coming back from 2-0 down and looking like the 
ones who would win the game with the chances we 
were creating. As I’ve said all along the team will 
continue to develop over time and we will hit bumps 
in the road but as long as we learn from each game 
we will be fine.

Today we return to cup action after our excellent 
performance in the last round. We face a Charlton 
side who I believe are in a false position in the league 
and will be a tough opponent, they have some top 
individuals and we won’t be able to start slow like last 
week. The cup gives a good opportunity for a bit of 
squad rotation and this will be especially important 
with a hectic run from now until the Christmas break. 
Every player in the squad will be key.

 The support last week was excellent and it was great 
to have a loud crowd pushing us on. Thank you as 
always for your support and I hope you enjoy the 
game.

WELCOME EVERYONE 
TO TODAY’S 
CONTINENTAL CUP 
GAME AT THE HIVE V 
CHARLTON ATHLETIC 
WOMEN. 

#LETSBEETOGETHER



ENGLAND
GERMANYv

WEMBLEY 
STADIUM
CONNECTED BY EE

SATURDAY 9 NOVEMBER 2019 — 5.30PM
TICKETS £15 ADULTS / £1 KIDS
THEFA.COM/TICKETS



THIS SEASON
DON’T MISS A GAME

BUY TICKETS: VENUETOOLBOX.COM/BARNETFC
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Meg Alex

The conti cup is an exciting competition and we are ready for 
another challenging game. 

Charlton are a very good side and even though they have had 
tough fixtures in the league they will be looking to change that 
today and get a win. They have some very good players with 
experience and we will need to stop them if we want to get a 
result today.

Last weekend was disappointing for us and we are gutted we 
didn’t get a result. We did really well to come from behind 
and dominate the second half but luck was against us and we 
didn’t managed to get that winning goal, and to concede so 
late on is always heartbreaking. We have done a lot of analysis 
this week over the game and know where we went wrong and 
how to improve on this. The girls are determined to get back 
to winning ways and I feel the disappointment from last week 
will make us even more excited to get out and the rectify last 
weekend. The continental cup is always a good competition 
and we have had a good start to it. We have three points after 
two games and this is another chance to build on this. We are 
in a very difficult group but I believe in the team and what we 
are doing, so there’s no reason why we can’t push on and try 
and get out the group. Games are coming thick and fast and 
it’s important we keep momentum and good habits going. 
Lastly I’d like to thank all the fans last weekend for all their 
support. We had a great crowd and the noise showed this. 

Without their support the game could have gone another way. 
Hopefully you have all came back and we will see you today. 
We have worked hard this week and we’re ready to get back to 
winning ways. 

All the best,

FIRSTLY I’D LIKE TO 
WELCOME CHARLTON TO 
THE HIVE IN ANOTHER 
LONDON DERBY.

COME ON YOU BEES!



Find your nearest centre at
TheFA.com/SSEWildcats

THESE WILDCATS
JUST LOVE
TO PLAY

SSE Wildcats provide girls aged  
5-11 the opportunity to have fun,  
make friends and play football.

With over 1,000 centres nationwide,  
find a centre near you and join the fun!



CLUB
Nickname

GROUND
THE OAKWOOD
CAPACITY

1180  
CHAIRMAN
STEPHEN KING
MANAGER
RITEESH MISHRA
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ABOUT CHARLTON
WOMEN
Charlton Athletic WFC were formed in 2000, when Croydon, who had won the 
league title & lifted the FA Cup the previous season, came under the umbrella of 
the Addicks.
The club immediately lifted its first trophy following a draw with Arsenal in August 
2000 in the Charity Shield - with both clubs sharing the trophy.

Manager Gill Wylie left the club midway though the 2000/01 campaign, and was 
replaced by Keith Boanas, who was then manager of the Ryman League Tooting & 
Mitcham United men’s team.
Boanas immediately led the club to the semi-final of the Premier League Cup. 

Charlton lifted the London Cup in April 2003, and reached the FA Cup final 
the following month. More than 10,000 fans flocked to Selhurst Park to watch 
Charlton take on treble-chasing Fulham in the final, with two million-plus people 
also tuning in to see the game live on BBC, but unfortunately the Addicks lost 3-0.

Charlton lifted their first major trophy the following season, 2003/04, when a 
goal from substitute Emma Coss, with her first touch, gave the Addicks a 1-0 win 
against Fulham in the League Cup at Barnet FC’s Underhill.
But disappointment again followed in the FA Cup, with another 3-0 defeat to all-
conquering Arsenal at Loftus Road.

It was third-time lucky, when Charlton finally claimed the biggest prize in the 
women’s game 12 months later thanks to a 1-0 victory over Everton in the 
Women’s FA Cup final at Upton Park; Eniola Aluko scoring the winner.
Arsenal had again emerged victorious in the Premier League Cup final that season 
and also in the league, as the Addicks ended the campaign as runners-up for the 
second successive season. 

After three years in a row of playing in the FA Cup final, Charlton were beaten 
by Arsenal in extra-time of the semi-final in 2006/07, but had already won the 
Premier League Cup for a second time by that stage, beating the Gunners 2-1 in 
the final at Wycombe Wanderers’ Causeway Stadium.
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Charlton began 2007/08 with a new man in charge, former 
Addicks winger Paul Mortimer, appointed as technical 
director to oversee the entire women’s set-up.
And after a slow start, as the Addicks competed with 
arguably the youngest and least experienced squad in the 
top flight, several draws from Christmas onwards, plus a 
series of battling performances, gave the team no small 
amount at the end of the campaign, even though the club 
finished bottom of the table.

2008/09 saw the Addicks competing in the second tier 
- the Premier League Southern Division, finishing 4th. 
However the Reserve team was re-established and they 
met with success with a resounding win over Millwall in the 
Kent Cup final.

Charlton continued their rebuilding process in 2009/10 
with their young team beginning to mature & had a superb 
run in at the end of the season losing only once in the 
league in 2010. Their Reserves capped a great season by 
winning promotion to the FAWPL Reserves South Division 
1.

In 2010/11 Charlton moved to Thamesmead Town FC and 
their years of rebuilding were finally rewarded as they won 
the Southern Division with a team featuring many players 
who had come through their Centre of Excellence. The 
elation of regaining their National Division status however 
was soured as the club lost it’s Centre of Excellence status 
in May 2011 as the FA re-structured.

The Addicks enjoyed a good first season back in the top 
flight finishing 5th & were supported along the way by 
PHSC plc who entered into a 5 year sponsorship deal with 
both the Women’s & all the junior teams who played in the 
Elite Female Development Programme.

2012/13 saw them finished a disappointing 7th after Paul 
Mortimer elected to step down. However they went on 
to win the London Cup. The strength of the clubs youth 
policy showed as they won the FAWPL Reserve South 
Division 1 title. However celebrations were cut short with 
the massively disappointing news that the clubs excellent 
Women’s Super League application had been unsuccessful.

So for a third time the club had to pick itself up from a 
major set-back. The family ethos of the club has shone 
through as the vast majority of the 1st team squad elected 
to stay and with the fantastic support of sponsors PHSC 
aim to be the best club in Women’s Winter football. The 
club is now a separate company but is still affiliated to both 
Charlton Athletic football Club & the Charlton Athletic 
Community Trust.

Restructuring of the FA Women’s Premier League in 
2013/14 saw the club playing in the Southern Division & 
following a number of long term injuries to key players they 
finished 5th but retained the London Capital Cup.

2014/15 saw the 1st team complete a memorable cup treble 
winning the FA Women’s Premier League Cup for the first 
time since 2006, retaining the Capital Women’s Senior 
Cup & picking up the Ryman Cup for the first time. They 
finished 3rd in the FAWPL whilst the Reserves re-gained 
the Reserve South Division 1 title.

2015/16 in a close title race the 1st team finished as 
runners-up in FA Womens Premier League & also retained 
the Capital Women’s Senior Cup for the 3rd successive 
year. The Reserves won the Capital Intermediare Cup for 
the first time. 

In April 2016 the club was awarded a FA Regional Talent 
Club Licence for it’s youth section

2016-17 saw the 1st team finish a disappointing 4th place 
in the FA Women’s Premier League Southern Division. 
They reached 3 cup finals facing Tottenham in all of them. 
They retained the Capital Women’s Senior Cup for the 4th 
successive season and were finalists in the FAWPL Cup and 
Ryman Cup.
The Reserves finished as runners-up in the FAWPL 
Reserve Southern Division.

2017-18 was a memorable season for the 1st team who 
won the FA Women’s Premier League Southern Division 
by 8 points, with a goal difference of plus 85. They clinched 
the title with a 4-0 victory away to Crystal Palace with Kit 
Graham netting all 4 including her 200th goal for the club.
The 1st team then went on to defeat Northern Division 
Champions Blackburn Rovers 2-1 at Sheffield Utd’s 
Bramhall Lane in the FAWPL Play-Off final, with goals 
from Graham and Griffin, to clinch promotion to the FA 
Women’s Championship (previously known as Womens 
Super League 2).
A hat-trick of success was completed as 1st team won the 
Capital Senior Cup for 5th time in a row defeating Crystal 
Palace
2-1.
The 1st team also reached the Isthmian Women’s Cup 
final whilst the Development Team (previously known as 
Reserves) finished 3rd in FAWPL Reserve Division South.





PROVIDING STATE OF THE ART DIAGNOSTIC IMAGING TO THE COMMUNITY

OUR HIGHLY QUALIFIED TEAM OF EXPERT PHYSIOTHERAPISTS HAVE LONG 
EXPERIENCE IN MEETING THE DEMANDS PLACED ON PROFESSIONAL ATHLETES 
AND PERFORMERS. THEY CAN PROVIDE YOU WITH AN EXCEPTIONAL LEVEL OF 

CARE, WHATEVER YOUR RECOVERY NEEDS

One-Stop non-invasive cardiac investigation centre.
For the management of all major cardiovascular conditions, including 

hypertension, ischaemic heart disease, arrhythmias, heart failure, valve disease and 
coronary risk factors. 

Our Private GP Service offers individuals and families a high quality service with 
consultations at your convenience, expert medical advice, prompt test results, and 

specialist referrals.

CARDIO DOCTOR

PHYSIO

W: WWW.TICHEALTH.CO.UK   ||  T: 0333 358 5111 
O P E N  8 A M  T O  8 P M ,  7  D A Y S  A  W E E K
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With the third qualifying round having 
taken place last weekend, the draw for 
the first round proper of the FA Cup 
has been made. Notable games include 
a London derby between Actonians and 
AFC Wimbledon, Welsh side TNS will host 
Chorley, and Barnsley will travel to Crewe 
Alexandra. Another potential local derby 
could take place, as either Norton and 
Stockton Ancients or Durham Cestria will 
play against Chester le Street Town. Ties are 
due to be played next weekend, with several 
postponed games from last weekend taking 
place today.

Last week saw Glasgow City confirmed as 
champions of the SWPL, with still three 
games left to play. This came after the side 
won all 19 of their league games, and teams 
below them dropping points, leaving them 
on 57 points, 14 above their nearest rivals, 
who are now mathematically unable to catch 
up. The side have only conceded 7 times and 
have scored a massive 94 goals in that time, 
an average of just under 5 per game. As of 
time of writing, City are still in the Champions 
League, holding a 2-0 first leg lead over 
Danish side Brondy, with the return leg having 
been played on Thursday.



Following former manager Jill Ellis having stepped down 
after the summers’ World Cup after five years in the job, 
Vlatko Andonovski has now taken over as the manager of 
the USA national team. Born in Skopje, North Macedonia 
(then part of Yugoslavia), he played for several lower 
league teams in the USA, before coaching some men’s 
sides. He started managing women’s teams in 2013, 
spending several years coaching FC Kansas City. He has 
recently spent some time in charge of Seattle’s Reign 
FC, and now takes the top job at the national team. “I 
can’t imagine a more perfect match than this coach for 
this team at this moment in time,” said US FA president 
Carlos Cordeiro. Next week, the side face Sweden in 
Columbus, Ohio then Costa Rica in Jacksonville, Florida.

It has been announced that Anfield stadium will host its 
first Liverpool Womens game later this month. The Reds 
host fierce city rivals Everton on Sunday 17th November, 
with the fixture being moved from their normal home, 
Tramere Rovers’ Prenton Park to the clubs’ main ground. 
The club will become the fifth in the WSL this season to 
play a game at the main club stadium, after Manchester 
City, Chelsea, West Ham United and Tottenham Hotspur, 
who play their first game at the new White Hart Lane 
stadium on the same day.

So far, six nations have been confirmed to be participating 
in the women’s football tournament at the Olympics in 
Tokyo next summer. The women’s tournament will take 
start with the group stage on 22nd July, before the quarter 
final, semi final and bronze medal game happen all in quick 
succession, with the final taking place on 7th August. 
Qualified nations are: Japan, as hosts, Brazil, as winners of 
the 2018 Copa America, New Zealand, as winners of the 
2018 OFC Nations Cup, and Great Britain, Netherlands 
and Sweden, the three highest ranked UEFA nations at 
this summers’ World Cup, which also doubled as UEFA 
qualifying for the Olympics.
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THE BEES FELL TO LATE DEFEAT AS ELLA RUTHERFORD’S 94TH-

MINUTE WINNER SNATCHED ALL THREE POINTS IN A TOPSY 
TURVY MATCH AT THE HIVE LONDON.

LONDON
BEES

CRYSTAL
PALACE

-
Rutherford netted the opening goal of 
the game 10 minutes before half time, 
before Bianca Baptiste doubled the 
advantage just after the break.

However, the Bees fought back as what 
looked to be an own goal and a Merrick 
Will strike brought Lee Burch’s side, only 
for Palace to create a rare late attack to 
snatch what would have been a well-
earned point.

The opening 25 minutes was a cagey 
affair as both sides looked to seize an early 
advantage, the Eagles came the closest 
as Leeta Rutherford stung the palms of 
Quantrill in the Bees goal. Up the other 
end, Lauren Pickett looped a strike onto 
the roof of the net after it looked like she 
had beaten Palace ‘keeper Lucy Gillett.

The visitors took the lead on 36 minutes 
as Rutheford let fly from distance and 
it went straight into the back on the 
net leaving Quantrill with no chance. It 
could have been two before the break 
but Georgia Robert put in a goal-saving 
tackle to keep the score at 1-0.

After the break, it was two for the visitors 
as Baptiste cut inside to fire into the 
bottom corner and extend the Eagles 
advantage on a chilly afternoon in North 
London.

But five minutes later the deficit was 
halved as a defensive error saw a backpass 
trickle over the line, Whinnett looked 
like she got a faint touch but on second 
viewing it was an own goal that brought 
the Bees back into it.

On 58 minutes the Bees were level 
as Megan Alexander’s cross broke to 
Merrick Will on the edge of the box who 
fired into the goal, to score two in as 
many matches. It was no less than Burch’s 
side deserved as they dominated large 
spells of the second half.

It then looked like the Bees would be 
the only team to go on and win it as they 
created numerous openings, but were 
denied by quick goalkeeping and a few 
last-ditch clearances to keep the scores 
level. For all their openings Burch’s 
side couldn’t quite create the clear cut 
opportunity they needed to take the lead.

As the game looked to be heading for a 
draw the visitors snatched all three points 
as a defensive mix up eventually found 
Rutherford who slotted home to the 
devastation of everyone from a London 
Bees persuasion. It was cruel on the Bees 
as they had done enough in the second 
half to at the very least settle for a point.

Burch will look to bounce back when we 
face yet another London derby as we host 
Charlton Athletic in the Conti Cup back 
at The Hive next Sunday (14:00 KO).

 
London Bees team: 

Quantrill, Wilson, Alexander, Robert, Brooks 
(Nunn), Pickett, Horwood, Whinnett, Gamby, Hazard 
(Ward-Chambers), Will

Unused subs: 

Lynch, Loomes, Giddings, West, Gibson



FAPlayer.tv

17491_FA_CHAMPIONSHIP_CLUB_PROGRAMMES_LONDON_BEES_148x210mm_V3.indd   1 27/08/2019   16:51



L O N D O N  B E E S

Everyone at London Bees was thrilled 
to present the Jack Petchey award for 
outstanding achievement to Grishma Patel 
at half time during yesterday’s game against 
Crystal Palace.

Head of Bees in the community and group marketing 
manager Daniel Martin presented Grishma with her award 
and as a token to celebrate her superb achievement she 
was also presented with a signed Bees shirt on The Hive 
London pitch (See picture above)

Grishma’s story

 We first met Grishma, she had met our coaching team 
when she attended some our PL Kicks sessions on an ad 
hoc basis and then later trailed out for the London Youth 
Games team, we were running for Harrow council. She 
was an avid sports fan loved to participate in football and 
desperate to become part of the team. She, unfortunately, 
she didn’t make the team that year but she didn’t let that 
stop her.

 Grishma quickly became a session regular and worked 
closely with our coaching team learning the ropes of 
coaching, Grishma had so much enthusiasm and grew in 
confidence and ability as she continued to work with us. 
Grishma has been with us for almost a year, she has now 
taken real ownership during sessions, with assistance from 
our coaches showing her how to most effectively structure 
sessions, Grishma now leads small group activities and 
referees’ games by herself. She has even now started to 
progress into coaching within her school environment 
and takes lead on football and cricket session for younger 
students. Grishma has even inspired her siblings to come 
and get involved in the Premier League Kicks project too! 
As a result of her selfless and inspiring work – there is no 

doubt that Grishma is a worthy winner of this award. 
Everyone at London Bees would like to congratulate 
Grishma on this magnificent achievement – keep up the 
good work! 

For more information on the PL Kicks campaign visit the 
community section of the Barnet FC website!

 



PHYSIO



L O N D O N  B E E S

Bees midfielder Merrick Will is confident that her 
side will bounce back from yesterday’s late FAWC 
defeat to Crystal Palace at The Hive London.

The visitors went into a 2-0 lead shortly after half 
time thanks to goals either side of the break thanks 
to goals from Ella Rutherford and Bianca Baptiste. 
But the Bees hit back thanks to an own goal and 
a strike from Will, it then looked like Burch’s side 
would go on to take all three points, but there was 
a late twist as Rutherford struck in added time to 
snatch the points.

Will felt that despite a disappointing first-half 
showing, the Bees can feel very hard done by not to 
have taken at least a point from a tough afternoon in 
a chilly North London.

“We did start the first half slow and it was nothing 
compared to the performance last weekend, but the 
second half we dominated the game. We did really 
well to come back into the game and score the two 
goals.”

“It was a really unlucky goal to concede but we will 
look to improve next time out, particularly on the 
first-half performance”

“Lee (Burch) had every faith in the team to get 
back into the game at half time, we just had to play 
the football we know we could in the second half, it 
was a much better performance and we were really 
unlucky in the end”M
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MERRICK WILL URGES 
TEAM TO BOUNCE BACK 
FROM PALACE DEFEAT



L O N D O N  B E E S

Will got the Bees back onto level terms in the game 
with a powerful strike from the edge of the area. The 
game looked like it was swinging in Will’s sides favour 
as they made countless opening and this is a factor 
our number 23 feels makes the late goal a tough one 
to take.

“They scored from what felt like their only two 
attacks of the second half, so it is a hard one to take 
for us. We have to make sure we don’t put ourselves 
in the position to have to comeback from two goals 
down again in the future.”

“I was really pleased with my goal, it was a great ball 
by Meg (Alexander) and it fell for me, I’m glad it 
went in, it swung the game in our favour and in the 
end, we just have to count ourselves unlucky in the 
end!”

The Bees face Charlton Athletic this Sunday at The 
Hive London in the Continental Tyres Cup and will 
look to bounce straight back from the frustrations of 
the Palace clash.

Will most certainly thinks her teams is capable of 
getting back to winning ways this coming weekend.

“These sort of games don’t define us, we have a 
great squad, with lot’s of competition, we will look 
back at our mistakes from today and move forward 
as a squad into next week”





Midfielder Bonnie Horwood shared her delight 
after scoring her first goal in a London Bees 
shirt in the 3-0 win over London rivals City 
Lionesses.

Horwood scored the opener with a delightful free-kick 
from the edge of the box that nestled in the top corner 
and sent the Bees on their way to an excellent victory at 
Princes Park.

Our number eight expressed her pleasure at getting off the 
mark in a Bees shirt.

“I am really pleased to get off the mark, I have been 
unlucky in a few games now, I’ve hit the bar and had a few 
headers go close, so it’s nice to finally get my first goal”

“When I stepped up, I just wanted to hit the target, it’s 
really nice that it went in and hopefully I can get a few 
more this season”. 

There are still three games left to play in the group stages 
as the Bees take on Charlton Athletic and Brighton at The 
Hive, before making a trip to face WSL champions Arsenal 
in their final match.

The Bees sit in fourth with three points and are right in the 

mix to finish in the top two spots of group B and Horwood 
feels that her side can achieve qualification out of the 
group but admits it’ll be tough with games to come agaisnt 
WSL opposition.

“It’ll be tough and it’s an opportunity to use the whole 
squad and get some more wins on the board. If we can take 
the win into Charlton and Brighton you never know what 
could happen!”

The Bees Head Coach Lee Burch was quick to hail the 
efforts of his central midfielder but had to admit that he 
wasn’t surprised to see Horwood’s free-kick fly into the top 
corner.

Burch has previously worked with Horwood at Yeovil Town 
and Millwall Lionesses and knows the quality that she can 
bring from a dead ball situation.

“I have worked with Bonnie for a long time and seen her 
score a lot of great goals. She is a set-piece specialist and 
it was a really good free-kick to put us ahead. I thought she 
was excellent and was well deserving of her goal”

HorwoodDelighted with first Bees goal
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THE BEES RETURNED TO WINNING WAYS WITH A FANTASTIC WIN 
OVER LEWES AT THE HIVE LONDON LAST SUNDAY (29TH SEPT)

LONDON
BEES

LEWES
FC

-
Goals from Amelia Hazard and Lauren 
Pickett saw Lee Burch’s side come from 
behind after Dani Lane gave the Rooks 
the lead in rainy conditions in North 
London.
 
The Bees started the brighter and could 
have been ahead inside the opening 
minute as Pickett got on the end of a long 
ball forward, however she couldn’t put her 
effort on target from 12 yards out.
 
Just two minutes later our number 7 was 
involved again as she was played in by 
Nikita Whinnett, but she was brilliantly 
denied by Faye Baker in the Lewes goal. 
Up the other end, Jess King had a strike 
from the edge of the box heroically 
blocked by the Bees defence.
 
 
The opening 45 minutes were a great 
advert for the women’s game and further 
chances fell the way of Pickett and Zoe 
Ness at either end of the pitch, however, 
the wait for the opening goal continued.
 
13 minutes before the break, the visitors 
should have led as King raced through 
on goal, only to fire her effort wide of 
Quantrill’s post to the relief of almost 
everyone inside the stadium.
 
But the Bees didn’t heed the warning and 
on the stroke of half time fell behind as 
Dani Lane expertly curled into the top 
corner from the corner of the box.
 
But Burch’s side responded immediately 
has Hazard capitalised on a goalkeeping 
error to tap home from two yards out to 
bring the sides level going into the half 

time break. It was Hazard’s first goal in 
a Bees shirt and she was worthy of her 
strike after a fantastic first-half showing.
 
Into the second half and it was more of 
the same from both sides in terms of the 
end to end nature of the game, Quantrill 
again in action as she made a point-blank 
save to deny King from eight yards out.
 
10 minutes into the second half and the 
Bees led as Pickett netted her fourth of 
the season as she ran in on goal to slot 
home, following a mix up in the Rooks 
backline.
 
The conditions then took a turn for the 
worse as the rain poured down onto 
The Hive London, making it tricky for 
both sides. The Rooks came ever so 
close to levelling but were denied by an 
outstanding stop by Quantrill as she saved 
well from King’s bullet header.
 
Second-half substitute Courtnay Ward-
Chambers had a chance to wrap the 
game up but her long-distance effort 
went just wide of the post.
 
The Bees were able to hang on and secure 
all three points to leave themselves third 
in the FA Women’s Championship going 
into the international break. They don’t 
play another league fixture for a month 
when Palace visit The Hive so it is good 
confidence booster going into that break 
away from action.
 
Up next for the Bees is a trip to City 
Lionesses in the Conti Cup on the 20th 
October



LONDON
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Sarah Quantrill
Ellie Wilson
Megan Alexander
Hayley West
Georgia Robert
Billie Brooks
Lauren Pickett
Bonnie Horwood
Lucy Loomes
Brooke Nunn
Rosie Kmita
Courtnay Ward Chambers
Taylor O’Leary
Georgie Giddings
Megen Lynch
Nicola Gibson
Nikita Whinnett
Mollie Dench
Connie Forman
Flo Gamby
Amelia Hazard
Merrick Will

CHARLTON ATHLETIC
FC 

MANAGER. 
RITEESH MISHRA

Shanell Salgado
Charlotte Kerr
Rachel Newborough
Renée Hector
Maddie Phillips
Grace Coombs
Ellie Dorey
Charley Clifford
Ellie Leek
Charlie Devlin
Lily Woodham
Jaime Gotch
Melanie Parreno-Espinosa
Riva Casley
Georgia Evans
Charlie Estcourt 
Alice Griffiths
Georgia Griffin
Sara Eggesvik
Jenna Legg
Siobhan Wilson
Hannah Churchill
Lillie Maple
Lois Heuchan
Katie Startup

MATCH
OFFICIALS

ASSISTANT:
JONATHAN WAS

ASSISTANT:
JAMES SEDLEY

REFEREE:
CRISTIANA HATTERSLEY

V BRIGHTON & HOVE ALBION 
20 • 11 • 2019

K.O. 19:45PM

NEXT MATCH
AT HOME


